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Tudor-Stuart Origins of the 
modern Industrial Revolution - 1 

• 1) Introduction: John Nef’s ‘Minor Industrial 
Revolution in Tudor Stuart England (ca. 1558 -1714) 

• -a) to evaluate his thesis that a preparatory ‘industrial 
revolution’ based on a new coal-burning furnace 
technology paved the way for the modern Industrial 
Revolution 

• - b) modern industrialization was indeed based 
fundamentally on COAL 

• - c) Britain’s key advantages: England, Scotland, Wales 
• -  a two-century head-start over the rest of the world 

in coal-based technologies 
• - abundant supplies of very cheap coal 



Tudor-Stuart Origins of the modern 
Industrial Revolution - 2  

• 2) Key Components of the modern Industrial 
Revolution, 1760 – 1820:  based on COAL: 

• a) cotton-textile manufacturing: with steam-powered 
iron-built machinery & factories 

• b) metallurgy: iron manufacturing:  
• -using coal throughout to overcome the ‘tyranny of 

wood & water’, in both smelting & refining 
• c) steam-power: coal fired steam engines 
• - steam engines (made of iron) to drive new machinery 

in both textiles and metallurgy 
• - that itself required a revolution in iron-making 



Tudor-Stuart Origins of the modern 
Industrial Revolution - 3 

• 3) Coal: its importance for industrialization: in 
the modern mineral-based industrial economy 

• a) coal: the essential mineral ingredient for the 
Industrial Revolution era 

• i) as the prime industrial fuel – in place of wood 
and peat 

• ii) coal fuel  purified as coke: to produce iron 
[next lecture] 

• iii)  fuel to provide steam-power (boil water): 



Tudor-Stuart Origins of the 
modern Industrial Revolution - 4 

• 3) Coal: its importance for industrialization:  
• b) coal: in 19th-century British and European 

Industrialization:  a map of its coal fields 
• i) for the 19th-century transportation revolutions: 
• (1) railroads: from the 1820s 
• (2) steam shipping: especially with the steam turbine 
• ii) For the revolution in steel-making: Bessemer Converter, 

1856 (using coke, as purified coal) 
• ii) For the new electrical industries: coal-fired steam 

turbines to power generators 
• iii) For the new chemicals industries: aniline dyestuffs and 

other coal-tar based chemicals – in the thousands 
 



Tudor-Stuart Origins of the modern 
Industrial Revolution - 4 

• 4) The Organic Economy of Pre-Industrial Europe: based on: 
• a) wood: 
• - for fuel 
•  - for tools and construction 
• -  for shipbuilding 
• b) water power: water-mills 
• c) wind: for 
• - windmills (as a supplement to water mills): very minor role 
• - powering sailing ships 
• d) animals: for power and transport: major role 
• i) oxen and horses above all 
• ii) donkeys and mules 

 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 1 

• 1) Basic question: did Tudor-Stuart England 
experience a ‘fuel crisis’ that led to the shift from 
an organic (wood) to a mineral (coal) based 
economy 

• 2) The Nef Thesis: Chicago historian John Nef: in 
the 1930s 

• -a) argued that true foundations of modern 
industrialization took place in the 16th  and 17th 
centuries- rather than in the 18th century 

• - a ‘fuel crisis’ led to such a shift from wood to 
coal – with a new coal-burning technology 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 2 

• b) Beginnings of modern industrial capitalism: as response 
to a fuel crisis 

• - with large-scale, capital intensive coal-burning 
industries: which meant a shift from artisan to capitalist 
modes of production 

• - culmination: 1710: Abraham Darby’s coke-smelting (in 
place of wood charcoal): but no Industrial Revolution yet 

• c) Tawney’s Century, 1540 – 1640: Importance of the 
contemporary Price Revolution: 

• i) Hamilton: Profit-Inflation thesis: origins of modern 
industrial capitalism (seen earlier: Price Revolution topic) 

• ii) Nef: opposed Hamilton’s thesis with his  alternative ‘fuel 
crisis’  thesis 
 









The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 3 

• 3) Problems with the Nef thesis: 
• a) encountered furious attacks from the 1930s: based on 

both concepts and evidence (to be examined in this 
lecture) 

• b) Nef had indeed overstated his case: 
• - i) no signs of any industrial revolution in Tudor-Stuart 

England 
• - ii) the one major change: rise of the New Draperies, 
• -  but with  no significant changes in industrial technology 

or industrial scale 
• - iii) New coal-burning industries: had no major impact on 

England’s manufacturing industries before 18th century 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 4 

• 3) Problems with the Nef thesis: 
• c) no major shift from agriculture to industry in 

Tudor-Stuart England, as in the true Industrial 
Revolution era (1760 – 1820) 

• d) The Fuel or Energy Crisis:  took place not in 
1540-1640, but after the 1640s 

• e) Nef still had one major point of great 
importance: that the foundations of modern 
industrialization lie in England with the shift 
from an organic (wood) to mineral (coal) based 
economy [Wrigley] 
 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 5 

• 4) The Economics of the Fuel (Energy) Crisis: 
• a) Nef thesis:  a steep rise in the cost of both wood and wood-

charcoal fuels from the 1540s  creating a fuel or energy crisis 
• b) Why was England the first to respond to the ‘fuel crisis’? 
• - i) wood-fuel crisis far more severe than in most other countries: 
• - (1) problems from rapid population growth, urbanization, 

economic development, and shipbuilding  extensive 
deforestation 

• - (2) major costs lay in labour and transportation, as timber 
supplies became more & more distant from urban markets 

• - (3) Charcoal especially a problem: ‘friable nature’  cannot be 
readily transported  thus produced from timber at the industrial 
work site. 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 6 

• b) Why was England the first to respond to the 
‘fuel crisis’? 

• -ii) coal: a readily available alternative fuel then 
found in abundance only in England – not in 
continental northern Europe until the 19th 
century 

• - compare: Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, 
Spain 

• - Belgium: only other country with accessible coal 
 2nd to industrialize 

 





The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 6 

• 4) The Economics of the Fuel (Energy) Crisis: 
• c) The importance of London: its growth from ca. 50,000 in 

1500 to ca. 350,000 by 1650s (and to 550,000 by 1750) 
• - accommodating that growth with wood-fuels would have 

been impossible  Δ dependence on sea-borne coals from 
Newcastle  promoted growth of coal-mining industries 
 larger-scale mechanized coal mining (using German 
technology) 

• d) evidence from the tables and graphs:  
• while wood and charcoal prices rising faster than coal 

prices from 1570s, wood-based fuel prices did not 
consistently rise above the price-level (CPI) until the 1640s: 
era of the English Civil War 
 



Population of London (estimates) 

Year Population Estimate 

1500     50,000 

1600   200,000 

1650   350,000 

1750   550,000 

1801 (census) 1,088,000 

1851 (census) 2,491,000 









The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 5 

• 5) Solutions to the Energy Crises? 

• a) move industrial production to forest sites: 

• - iron manufacturing did do so 

• - but not practical for urban based industries: 
requiring urban commercial + financial 
facilities + skilled urban labour + other urban 
(especially port) facilities 

• b) find an alternative fuel: beginning with 
coal 

 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 6 

• 6) Technological Innovations in Coal-Burning Industries: 
• a) Problems in switching to coal: 
• - coal is a very dirty fuel  contaminates product 

manufactured 
• b) the reverberatory furnace: the first solution:   from the 

1540s (Italy) 
• - large-scale brick kiln furnace transmitting reflected heat 

from furnace roof by convection 
• - isolates coal fuel and noxious fumes and gases from the 

product 
• - requires costly hydraulic machinery to fan the burning 

coals 



The Reverberatory Furnaces (A) 



Reverberatory Furnaces (B)  



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 7 

• 7) Economic Importance of New Furnace 
Technologies: 

• a) very large scale, capital intensive production:  
vastly larger furnaces with hydraulic machinery 
(to increase furnace air-flow) 

•   required far larger production runs  larger 
volumes of sales to cover fixed capital costs 

• b) Economies of large-scale  increasing returns 
with much lower average + marginal costs  
lower commodity prices 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 8 

• c) summary of cost-reducing factors: 
• i) increasing returns to scale 
• ii) centralization: savings on transport + 

transaction costs 
• iii) relatively cheaper coal fuels 
• d) example of the glass industry (one of the first: 

ca. 1610) 
• - amalgamated all steps of production in one 

factory-furnace unit, replacing many small, 
scattered charcoal-burning furnaces 
 



Glass-making Furnace: ca. 1610 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 9 

• 8) The New Coal-Burning Industries: 

• a) initial applications of coal-furnaces: 

• i) metallurgy:  

• - calcining metal ores (burn out impurities) 

• - metal-making: silver-lead separation, brass 
and bronze manufactures (from copper) 

• - metal finishing: drawing wire; nails, etc. 

• - BUT NOT used in iron-manufacturing 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 10 

• a) initial applications of coal-furnaces: 

• ii) ‘New Industries’: previously unimportant 

• - beer-brewing with hops (as an  urban 
industry) 

• - brick-making and glass-making 

• - soap and paper manufacturing 

• - gunpowder; alum and dyestuffs  

 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 11 

• a) initial applications of coal-furnaces: 

• ii) ‘New Industries’: previously unimportant 

• - beer-brewing with hops (as an  urban 
industry) 

• - brick-making and glass-making 

• - soap and paper manufacturing 

• - gunpowder; alum and dyestuffs  

 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal as 
the prime industrial fuel - 12 

• 8) The New Coal-Burning Industries: 
• b) Coal and Industrial Capitalism: 
• i) putting-out system (as seen in textiles) could hardly 

function with this type of production 
• ii) centralized large-scale, capital intensive production 

based on single coal-burning furnace  shift from 
artisan to capitalist mode of production, in which: 

• - industrial capitalist owns the means of production: 
furnace, tools, raw materials 

• - industrial artisans: sell only their labour power, for 
wages (Marxist) 



The Nef Thesis: adoption of coal 
as the prime industrial fuel - 13 

• 8) The New Coal-Burning Industries: 

• c) market essential for this capitalist mode of 
production to be effective & profitable: i.e., to 
generate a large enough volume of sales to cover 
the fixed capital costs, and with lower prices 

• i) function of population growth + 
disproportionate urbanization: especially the 
growth of the London market, as noted. 

• ii) price elasticity of demand for industrial 
products, with falling prices 

 





English Coal Production in tonnes  

Year 
 

Output in metric tonnes 

1560      227,000 

1700   2,640,000 

1800 15,000,000 

 
In 1800, British coal production was FIVE 
(5)  times that of the rest of Europe 
combined  (Wrigley and Hatcher)- 
Belgium was 2nd in levels of coal output 



XII. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES: 
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C. The Birth of the Modern English 
Iron Industry: Industrial Capitalism, 

Growth, and Stagnation  
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Growth of the English Iron Industry, 
1500 to 1640 

• 1) Iron (& Steel) Manufacturing: Capital Goods 
industry  ‘building blocks’ of modern 
industrialization, everywhere in the world from 1760s 

• a) technological innovations  birth of a genuinely 
capitalist iron industry first took place in eastern Low 
Countries & Germany,  in later 14th century 

• b) England: rapid growth from 1520s to 1640s 
• c) Nef and Ashton:  ‘tyranny of wood and water’ -  

from 1640s: relative stagnation of the iron industry 
• - though some recovery from 1680s to 1720s 
• c) essential problems solved only with the modern 

Industrial Revolution: from the 1760s (ECO 303Y) 







Growth of the English Iron Industry, 
1500 to 1640 - 2 

• 2) Traditional Modes of Iron Making: ‘Direct 
Process’  

• with Bloomery Forges (Catalan Heaths) 

• a) chemistry of iron extraction (‘iron-winning’):  

• to use a charcoal fire to combine that fuel’s 
carbon with oxygen in iron oxide  to liberate 
the iron from iron ore (Fe₂O₃) and produce 
residual carbon dioxide (CO₂) 

• - formula: 3C + 2 Fe₂O₃  4Fe + 3CO₂ 



Growth of the English Iron 
Industry, 1500 to 1640 - 3 

• 2) Traditional Modes of Iron Making  
• b) iron purification by forging: to produce wrought iron: 
• carbon adhering to the iron: had to be oxidized, burned off 

by repeated heating & pounding, with a charcoal fire + 
water-powered forge tilt-hammers + water-powered forge 
bellows 

• - end result: virtually pure iron with about 0.1% carbon 
• c) Economics of Bloomery Forges: 
• - very small scale and inefficient in fuel + labour 
• - extracted only 1/3rd of potential iron from the ore 
• - produced about 20 – 30 tonnes of wrought iron per  year 







Water-Powered Tilt Hammers in 
Forges  



Growth of the English Iron Industry, 
1500 to 1640 -  4 

• 3) Introduction of the Blast Furnace:  Indirect Process 
• a) two-stage process: smelting & then refining 
• (1) Smelting Iron Ore with the blast furnace  to 

produce basic iron, with high carbon content, poured 
molten into pre-cast or pre-shaped moulds 

• - cast iron, with 3% - 5% carbon: if used as consumer 
product: in iron pans, pots, pipes, tool parts,  and 
especially artillery (cannons) 

• - pig iron: if used as an input to be refined, in the 
second stage 

• (2) Refining Iron Ore: to decarburize the iron in water-
powered forges: to produce purified wrought iron 
 
 



Growth of the English Iron 
Industry, 1500 to 1640 -  5 

• b) origins obscure: possibly near Liège (eastern 
Low Countries) or Rhineland: in 1380s; but 
introduced in England only in the 1490s 

• c) Metal casting: had begun with bronze (copper 
+ tin) to produce church bells  and then 
artillery, in 14th century  (in place of forged iron 
cannons, with iron bars strapped together:  could 
not handle  powerful explosives 

• d) Superiority of cast bronze cannon over cast 
iron cannon: already noted:  bronze less likely to 
shatter, into shards, as cast iron cannon did. 
 



Growth of the English Iron Industry, 
1500 to 1640 - 6   

• 4) Technology of the new Blast Furnace: For Smelting 
Iron Ore 

• a) large brick-kiln furnace – about 8 metres tall 
• b) necessarily used wood-charcoal as a fuel: since 

carbon (pure in charcoal) had to combine with the 
iron oxide, as noted to free the iron 

• c) required hydraulic machinery: to operate leather 
bellows (as in forge) to fan heat of charcoal fires 

• d) process: with bellows, charcoal-fire built up to 
about 1000⁰ C., to cause the charcoal to combine with 
the oxygen in Fe₂O₃ to liberate the iron and produce 
carbon dioxide (CO₂) 

 
 



Growth of the English Iron 
Industry, 1500 to 1640 - 7  

• 4) Technology of the new Blast Furnace  
• e) high carbon content (2.5% - 5%) made the 

iron alloy very hard and very brittle: so that it 
could be worked only by being poured molten in 
pre-shaped casts, or moulds, as already indicated 

• f) vastly more efficient than Bloomery Forges: in 
reducing large quantities of iron ore into either 
cast or pig iron 

• g) but required large quantities of both wood for 
charcoal and water power:  

•  thus the ‘tyranny of wood and water’ 
 



The Blast Furnace:  A 



The Blast Furnace: B 



Growth of the English Iron Industry, 
1500 to 1640 -  8 

• 5) Economics of the Indirect Process 
• a) second stage of refining required:  
• i) to produce purified wrought iron: for 90-95% of iron 

manufactured in early-modern Europe. 
• ii) refinery forges or fineries, chaferies: basically as 

seen in the Direct Process: with hydraulic machinery 
for both tilt-hammers and forges bellows (fan the heat) 

• iii) more efficient:  produce 0.75 tonne of wrought iron 
from 1.0 T  pig iron 

• iv) smaller scale than Blast Furnaces: but increased in 
scale to produce 120 – 200 tons by 1700 
 
 



Growth of the English Iron 
Industry, 1500 to 1640 -  9 

• 5) Economics of the Indirect Process 
• b) Output of Blast Furnaces: rose from 200 T in 1530s 

to 300 T by the 1680s (some up to 800 T by the 1740s) 
• c) Industrial Capitalism (again): born in this Tudor-

Stuart era, with no fundamental changes subsequently 
during the Industrial Revolution (post 1760) 

• i)  vast increase in scale with more costly hydraulic 
machinery  large capital investments that only 
industrial or mercantile capitalists could supply, 
enabling them to own plant, machinery, raw materials 

• ii) iron workers: supplying only their labour, worked for 
wages 
 



‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’: Relative 
Stagnation from the 1640s? - 1 

• 1) The Nef – Ashton Thesis: thesis of inevitable industrial 
decline 

• a) the tyranny of wood: that both blast furnaces 
(smelting) and finery forges (refining) required vast 
quantities of timber to produce charcoal, and at the forest 
site (because charcoal is ‘friable’) 

• i) charcoal prices rising much faster than other prices – 
from the 1640s: see my graph 

• ii) charcoal accounted for about 70% of smelting costs: 
thus single most important production cost factor 

• iii) industrial migration from Weald sites to new sites: in 
search of new sources of unused timber 





‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’:  from 
the 1640s? - 2 

• b) tyranny of water: as much tied to water as to wood 

• i) need for free water sites (low opportunity costs) for 
both smelting and refining 

• ii) rarely were there enough free water sites + 
abundant wood fuel sites to permit side by side 
location of blast furnaces (smelters)  & forges  
meant scattering of small scale units in rural areas  
high internal transportation and transaction costs 

• iii) seasonal water shortages: winter freezes & summer 
droughts 

 



‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’:  from the 
1640s? - 3 

• 2) Major Opponents of the Nef-Ashton Thesis: 
• a) Michael Flinn, George Hammersley, Donald 

Coleman, Charles Hyde, Joel Mokyr, etc. 
• b) chief counter-arguments (see lecture notes) 
• - i) That the industry staged a recovery from 

1680s (but ignore post-1720s stagnation) 
• - ii) that the iron industry grew and replaced its 

wood fuels quickly – from young ‘coppice woods’ 
rather than from aged timbers: that the fuel 
source was ‘inexhaustible’ -  but many coppice 
woods took 20 years to grow back 



‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’:  from 
the 1640s? - 4 

• b) chief counter-arguments cont’d (see lecture notes) 

• iii) that ‘industrial migration’ instead reflected English 
economic development:  the need for iron production 
to service newer markets 

• iv) decline in number of blast furnaces offset by an 
increase in their output scales: but they assume that 
all furnaces were in operation, year around, and that 
their scale outputs are correctly calculated 

• c) neglected to consider the ‘tyranny of water’ 
arguments  

• d) diseconomies of rural scattering of industrial sites 

 























‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’:  from the 
1640s? - 5 

• 3) Growing English dependence on imported iron: 
from Sweden and Russia 

• a) Imports of Swedish bar iron rose from 1200 tonnes 
in 1580s to about 18,000 tonnes in 1690s to over 
25,000 tonnes by the 1730s  to account for over half 
of English consumption 

• b) Swedish imports all the more remarkable: 
• i) burdened with Swedish export duties of £3.45 per 

ton and English import duties of £2.05 per ton, for 
total duties of £5.50 per tonne of bar iron 

• ii) those duties = 36% of English price of £15.20 per 
tonne of bar iron in the 1750s 



‘Tyranny of Wood & Water’:  from 
the 1640s? - 6 

• 3) Growing English dependence on imported 
iron:  

• c) Swedish & Russian advantages: 

• i) super abundance of both forest (wood) and 
water 

• ii) far cheaper labour 

• iii) richer iron ores  producing higher 
quality bar iron 

 







Beginnings of the Industrial 
Revolution in Iron Making  - 1 

• 1) Coke Smelting: Abraham Darby 

• a) coke as the solution: 

• - purify coal by burning out all impurities in a 
sealed airless furnace – almost same process 
as making charcoal from wood! 

• b) Abraham Darby: ca. 1710 - he succeeded 
where many others before him (e.g., Dud 
Dudley) had failed: in distilling coal into almost 
pure carbon as ‘coke’ 



Beginnings of the Industrial 
Revolution in Iron Making  - 2 

• c) Why Darby’s coke-smelters did not produce an 
industrial revolution: 

• i) Blast furnaces with coke fuels: produced pig/cast iron 
with a high silicon content  meant much higher refining 
costs (when most demand was for wrought or bar iron) 

• ii) Nobody followed Darby in building coke smelters (blast 
furnaces) because of high costs:   continued decline of 
the iron industry, until the 1750s:  

• d) One major advantage of the Darby process: the silicon 
in coke smelting produced far higher quality cast iron  
increased demand for cast iron as a consumer + military 
product (breakthrough for cast iron cannons) 
 
 



Beginnings of the Industrial 
Revolution in Iron Making  - 2 

• 2) The required economic + technological changes for 
an Industrial Revolution: 

• a) continued rise of wood charcoal prices while coal 
and coke prices fell: intersection of price changes took 
place in 1750s [with advances in coal-mining] 

• b) Cost-reducing improvements in Coke Fired Blast 
Furnaces: 

• i) John Smeaton: 1760: water-powered piston air 
pumps (to replace leather bellows) 

• ii) James Watt: 1776: steam engine, for steam-
powered piston air-pumps  cut fuel costs by over 
one half  the crucial innovation for iron revolution 



Beginnings of the Industrial 
Revolution in Iron Making- 3 

• c) Industrial Revolution in Refining: 1783 

• - Cort and Onions ‘Puddling and Rolling’ 
Process: with coke-fired steam powered 
refineries: but that story belongs to ECO 303Y) 

• d) An Industrial Revolution: based on coal 
throughout: 

• - coal distilled into coke for smelting & refining 

• - coal-fired steam engines in both coal mining 
and iron (and later steel) manufacturing 

 

 





Industrial Revolution: Steel - 1 

• 1) Steel is the optimum form of iron, with a 
carbon content half-way between cast and 
wrought iron: 

• a) cast iron:  2.5% - 5.0% 
• b) steel: about 1.0% carbon 
• c) wrought iron:  under: about 0.1% carbon 
• 2) Steel has the greatest resistance to stress: 
• a) will not bend like wrought iron,  
• b) nor shatter like cast iron 
• c) steel has the hardness of cast iron 



Industrial Revolution: Steel - 2 

• 3) Steel was an extremely costly metal before the 
Industrial Revolution 

• - in essence: purified wrought iron has to be produced 
first, and then the requisite  amount of carbon is then 
added, in a homogenous mixture (with many 
problems, a few solved in the 18th century) 

• 4) Revolution in Steel Making 

•  began in 1856 with the Bessemer Converter,  

• which reduced the iron ore to molten decarburized 
iron (purified), to which was added the 1% carbon in a 
homogenous mixture 

 



The Curse of Coal?? - 1 

• 1) The modern, coal-based Industrial Revolution 
transformed the entire world, for both good and 
ill: but more good, than ill 

• 2) The Curse of Coal: pollution and Global 
Warming 

• a) not the same: global warming from carbon 
dioxide and methane emissions 

• b) note from following graph, the steady rise in 
global temperatures from the onset of modern 
industrialization in the mid-18 the century 



The Curse of Coal?? - 2 

• 3) Counter Considerations about coal and 
global warming: 

• a) note that the rise in global temperatures 
commenced at the end of  the Little Ice Age 
(later 17th, early 18th century) 

• b) by this graph, current global temperatures 
are no higher than in the early 14th century  

• c) and much lower than the peak of the 
Medieval Warming era, in Carolingian times 
















